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Annihilation
-particles-
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Annihilation
-Set up-

• The board is placed centrally between
opposing players.

• Each player takes a full set of particles
(1 annihilator [0 charge] and 6 charge
carriers [1,1,2,3,5,8]).

• Note particle are double sided, with
black on one side and white on the other.
Players decide who is black and who is
white and turn their particles over to
their associated shade.

• The aim of the game is to score points by
manipulating your particles onto your
opponent’s point of emergence.

• Initially the winning score is set at 20 but
this can be negotiated at the outset by the
players once players are familiar with
the rules and game run time.

• Points scored are equal to the amount of
internal charge indicated by the spots on
the particle + any charge associated with
additionally annihilated particles. (see
rules #5 & #7 for further details).

-aims-



Annihilation
-Rule #1 introducing
Charge carriers-

• to enter into the central zone of
manifestation, a player’s charge carrier
must first be placed on the player’s point
of emergence. This constitutes a single
turn.

• On a subsequent turn it may then be
moved via emission transference by
placing another particle at the point of
emergence and emitting its charge.

• The original particle must now move
along a force line equal to the charge
emission.

A 5 charge is placed on the
point of emergence

A 3 charge is played,
knocking the 5 charge 3
location points forward



Annihilation
-Rule #2 placing
annihilators-

• An annihilator may be placed at any
time during the game on any empty
location point within the central zone
of manifestation.

• The placing of an annihilator by a
player constitutes a single turn.



Annihilation
-Rule #3 SELF emission-

• Once charge carriers are in play within
the central zone of manifestation they
may self emit. Selecting a charge carrier
to self emit constitutes a single turn.

• Self emission means that the internal
charge (denoted by the number of spots
on the particle) becomes the particle’s
external movement force.

• Unlike emission transference whereby
the particle being hit must travel along
the line of force equal to the
transference force, a self emission
particle is free to choose whatever lines
of force to traverse* provided that they
travel a total distance equal to their
emitted charge OR during that motion
collide with another particle,
transferring the remainder of their
moving force as emission transference to
that particle which must then travel
along the force line equal to the
transference force given to it.

• In the example opposite the 3 charge is
selected for self emission and has a
variety of options for its movement.



Potential lines
of force that

the 3 charge can
initially move
along and the

different
positions it can
eventually end
up at based on a
movement of 3.

In this instance
the 3 charge
moves back (2

location points)
onto its point of

emergence
causing emission
transference of

1 onto the 2
charge which
therefore moves

forward 1.

• One should be able to see how, with
careful thought and consideration,
particles can be moved to a variety of
different positions and also cause the
movement of other particles.

• Note that a player may cause, via self
emission a collision with an opponent’s
particle and thereby emission
transference to that particle, forcing
that particle along a specific line of
force.

*Please see exception to this rule for charge
carrieRs closest to the opponent’s point of
emergence.



• Emission transference occurs when a
particle hits another particle. In this
instance whatever moving force the
moving particle has remaining is
transferred to the stationary particle.

• What was The stationary particle must
now move along the force line equal to
the amount of charge it has had
transferred to it (NOT the amount of
internal charge it possesses) In the
direction of the player’s choosing.

• If this new particle hits another particle
it will do so with an emission
transference force of zero as it has had
to move along a force line equal to the
amount of force transferred to it.

• Particles that meet others with zero
force annihilate one another (see rule
#5), unless they self emit, causing full
charge emission transference to the
particle they collide with.

• A player may only perform self emission
with zero collision force if the colliding
particle belongs to themselves and has
not already self emitted that turn.

Annihilation
-Rule #4 emission
Transference-



Annihilation
-Rule #5 annihilation-

• Any particle that collides with an
annihilator is annihilated along with
the annihilator particle.

• Any particle meeting another with zero
transference force which is not chosen
to self emit or cannot self emit, either
because it initiated its movement already
via self emission, or is an opponent’s
particle, is annihilated along with the
particle it collides with.

• Any particle belonging to a player that
ends it’s motion at their opponent’s point
of emergence due either to precise use of
its movement force or due to collision
and emission transference to an
opponent’s particle, is annihilated. If an
opponent’s particle is present at this point
and is met with zero transference then
it too is annihilated.

• Any particle that is annihilated is flipped
over and given to the player whose shade
is now face up. These particles are kept in
the ex nihilo zone until either
introduced into play (charge carriers -
see rule #1) or placed in the central zone
of manifestation (annihilators - see rule
#2).



Annihilation
-Rule #6 The special

exception-

• The force carrier closest to an
opponent’s point of emergence is not
allowed to move forwards towards it.
Therefore if it self emits it must move
backwards.

• As it is free to choose its pathway, it may
circle behind another of the player’s
charge carriers at which point it is no
longer the closest particle to the
opponent’s point of emergence and may
therefore move forward again along a
chosen line of force, potentially
becoming the closest particle again, at
which point it must if it has movement
force remaining move backwards etc.

-Rule #7 scoring-

• Any particle annihilated at a player’s
point of emergence contributes score to
the opponent, equal to the number of
spots on the particle i.e. the internal
charge that it carries.



Annihilation
-Print and play-

• A separate a4 pdf consisting of 2 pages is
to be printed. The link for this should be
next to the link for these instructions.

• The first page is the board.

• The second the particles.

• Note the particles have been placed
together so that they can be cut out as
one large ‘rectangle’ glued/folded and
then cut out as separate particles.

• Remember each particle is double sided
with black on one side and white on the
other.


